
HEALTHCARE



In the dynamic world of healthcare, where every moment counts, your surroundings shouldn’t hinder your 
ability to deliver top-notch care. Elevate your care with furnishings designed to keep pace with your ever-
changing needs. Because in the fast-paced world of healthcare, every detail matters.

Our comprehensive approach to healthcare space solutions encompasses key pillars of adaptability, 
safety, cleanability, durability, and sustainability. By prioritizing these essential elements, we aim to 
empower healthcare facilities with innovative furniture solutions that not only meet their current needs 
but also anticipate and adapt to future challenges, ultimately enhancing the quality of care and the overall 
patient experience.

The Future of Healthcare 



Adaptability 

Healthcare is in constant motion and the need for flexibility and adaptability to maximize 
on investment and continuing to provide excellent care for patients. With completely mobile 
solutions, healthcare providers can quickly deploy triage stations and store them when not 
needed. Spaces can quickly be reconfigured to better suite a workflow. NEEDS EDIT

Safety

Swiftspace thoughtfully designs our products with details that support fall prevention, anti-tip-
ping and ergonomics - these are just a few ways our products help create a safe environment in 
care facilities. 



Durability 

Our products are designed and built to withstand the rigors of any healthcare setting. All of our 
products are designed to set-up, take-down and reconfigure hundreds of times without degra-
dation to the station. We make sure to select materials that can withstand this flexibility and 
frequent cleaning. 

Cleanability & Infection Prevention 

The ability to easily clean surfaces is integral to healthcare spaces. All surfaces can be wiped 
down and seating has wipe-out design to prevent accumulation of dirt. Take cleaning to the 
next step with mobile solutions, easily move stations away from walls to be able to thoroughly 
clean a space. 



Sustainability

All of our products are MAS certified. Shipped fully assembled our stations roll right off the 
truck ready to be unfolded in the desired location, this ease of set-up reduces the need for out-
side installers, eliminating the carbon emissions with travel to site. The ability to replace parts 
and easily reconfigure means less stations in the landfill. 

PET & Biophilia 

Bring the outdoors in and create a serene and welcoming atmosphere by integrating Quiet 
Earth Moss into any of our panel products. Keep spaces calm with PET panels that help help 
absorb noise and can help elevate levels of prvacy in a space. 


